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ARSTRACT:

The UFSAR identifies the applicable loadmg combinations for Class I structures. The loading combinations are generically
listed and include dead loads, live loads, seismic loads, etc. The UFSAR does not elaborate how these loads are to be
combined when considering Reactor Building (RB) over head crane loading etTects. The identified concern is that the
current design basis calculation for the RB superstructure is not in literal conformance with the UFSAR description of
Class I loading combinations. This is due to the fact that the FSAR, when originally written, lacked sufficient detail in
description of Class I loading combinations for addressing infrequent loading conditions (such as the crane) concurrent with
a seismic esent.

At the time of esent discovery, the RB overhead crane was in 4ts normally parked position where it has been demonstrated
that the superstructure design is in full conformance with the UFSAR description of Class I loading combinations The
crane was administratively taken Out-Of-Ser ice (OOS) in the parked position. The safety significance of the identified

.

concern cannot yet be determined.

Reconstitution of RB superstructure calculations is currently being performed. Upon completion of the reanalysis, the
safety significance can be determined. No previous concerns associated with the RB superstructure design have been
identified Upon completion o. We analysis r.nd investigation, a supplemental LER will be submitted.

*lndetemunate at this time.
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PLANT AND SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION:
General Electric - Boiling Water Reactor - 2511 h1Wt rated core thermal power.

EVENT IDENTIFICATION: The design basis of the Quad Cities Station Reactor Building (RB) superstructure is not in
literal conformance with Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR) description of Class I loading combinations. This
is due to the fact that the FSAR, when originally written, lacked sufficient detail in description of Class I loading
combinations for addressing infrequent loading conditions (such as the crane) concurrent with a seismic event.

A. CONDITIONS PRIOR TO EVENT:

Unit: 1 Event Date: 011598 Event Time: 1449 ESTReactor hiode: 4 hiode Name: Cold Shutdown Power Level: 000 %

Unit: 2 Event Date: 011598 Event Time: 1449 ESTReactor hiode: 4 hiode Name: Cold Shutdown Power Level: 000 %

This report was initiated by Licensee Event Report 254/98-007.

Cold Shutdown (4) - hiode switch in Shutdown position with average reactor coolant tempe.ature < 212 degrees F.

B. DESCRIPTION OF EVENT:

Durir t calculation review relating to the Dresden Station Dry Cask Storage project, a 1973 unsigned Dresden
calculation (Project No. 4805-4806 dated 12-14-73) was identified that contained information indicating
applicability to Quad Cities Station. The subject calculation provided stress interaction results for the Reactor

Building (RB) [NHloverhead crane [CRN| support girders, cranc support columns, and associated building
columns for both Dresden Station and Quad Cities Station.

The 1973 calculation tabulated localized over-stress conditions for the corresponding Quad Cities Station building
columns considering the crane dead weight with a concurrent seismic event. The Quad Cities stress interaction
values tabulated in the 1973 calculation are greater than those normally allowed by the Quad Cities UFSAR. This
calculation also tabulates that the Quad Cities building column stress interactions for normal loading conditions
(i.e. crane with and without lifted load anyw here along the runway) are within UFSAR allowable limits.

The information contained in the 1973 calculation has initiated a potential concern with regard to the design basis
and design requirements of the Quad Cities RB superstructure steel columns. Documentation exists that states that
the Quad Cities RB overhead crane itself satisfies all applicable regulatory requirements. *herefore, the issue
pertains only to the RB superstructure.

A historical calculation review was undertaken to determine the original design basis of the Quad Cities RB
superstructure and also to validate the tabulated values cantained in the 1973 calculation. He following
information is the result of this review.

The design (sizing) of the crane support structure is based on Saisent and Lundy (S&L) Structural Calculations
Volume 9. Job No. 3620 dated 1967 for crr.nc girder, crane columns, vertical bracing and roof truss. The loading
combinations, in part, considered for the design in these c siculation were:
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D+L
D + L' + OllE

Where D is the dead weight of the structure and the crane. L is the live load including the crane maximum rated:

lifted load and the roof snow load, L' includes the roof snow load and 75 kips crane lifted load, and ObE is the
operating basis carthquake. Column sizes were also determined for the (D + OBE + Full crane lifted load) loading.

,

! Ilowever, the calculation has a note stating that the 75 kip lifted load case should be used. No connection design;
calculations were performed in the calculatic". His is consistent with the design practice at the tii.nAt that time
the connectice. design was the responsibility of the steel fabricator. The (D + SSE) loading condition, where SSE is
the Safe Shutdown Earthqm.ke, was also not analyzed. Calculations also do not include the stresses in the supped;
column due to the seismic loads imposed by the RB siding. De F67 calculations also used an incorrect method to;
compute the column momerits due to the O!)E. %us, the colum..s over stress was not detected.

In 1973, as part of the crane trolley replacement prcject, the 1967 calculations for the crane girder and die crane
columns were corrected fer the error in the 1967 calculations and updated (red marked). The revised calculations
included the efTects of th. new, heavier single failure proof trolley for the (D + OBE) loading. In addition, the
column and the crane girder stresses were computed for the (D + SSE)I ading. He mark-up of the 1967
calculation is documented in S&L Calculation Volume #15, Job #3620,0447 and 4806, dated 1973. 'I%e 1973
markup shows that the columns stress interactions are 1.96 and 2.56 for the OBE and SSE loadig respectively

:

with the heavier crane trolley. De roof truss and vertical bracing were not evaluated for the eticcts of the heavier'

trolley or the (P + SSE) loading. The updated calculations concluded that the support structure would require
modif cations te meet the OBE and SSE loading.

In 1975 new calculations (S&L calculation 3060 SDQ 1200DG01 dated 121975) were prepared for the columns,
girders and the vertical bracing to compute the effects of the new heavier trolley. Modifications for the columns
and the vertical bracing were designed. This calculation used seismic inputs and analysis methodology more
conservative than that stated in the UFS AR. The modifications to the crane and the end bay columns and the
vertical bracing were implemented. The modifications designed for tne intermediate columns were rot implemented
based on the assumption documented in the calculation that "the seismic event is expected to occur only when the
crane is parked." The roof truss was not evaluated.

Quad Cities UFS AR, revision 4, Section 3.2 " Classification of Structures, Components, and Systems" states that
the RB is classified as a Class I structure. - Class 1 is defined in the Quad uties UFSAR as "Those structures and
equipment of which a failure ^ reof ceuld cause significant release of radioactivity (i.e. calculated off-site doses e
excess of 10 CFR 100) s .ne vital to a safe plant shutdown." The RB overhead crane (125 ton)is cle.ssified u
" Safety Class 11 equipment and is not seismically qualified" in Quad Cities UFSAR Section 9.1.4.2.2. The RB
steel superstructure extends from the refuel floor at El. 690'-6" to the roof framing at El. 739' 9" The steel
supeistructure supports the RB overhead crane, the building steel siding, and roof slab panels. The RB exterior
siding panels above elevation 690' 6", form a Secondary Containment boundary.

tils254Ss007 D C
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Quad Cities UFSAR, revision 4. Section 3.8.4.1.3 * Loads and Load Combinations" defmes load "D" as " Dead load

of structure and equipment plus any other permanent loads contnbuting stress, such as soil or hydrostatic loads or
operating pressures, and live loads espected to be present when the plant is operating." "E" is defined as the design
carthquake and "E' " is defmed as the maximum carthquake load.

Section 3.8.4.1.4 " Design and Analysis Procedures" shows, in part, load combinations for Class i Structures
include D+ E (OBE)and D4 E'(SFE). Under .he heading " Class ! Structures Criteria" for the case "D+E," the
acceptance criteria is stated as " Normal allowable code stresses (i c. American Institute of Steel Construction

( AISC) for structural steel. American Concrete Institute (ACl) for reinforced concrete - See Table 3.8 11 for a
more detailed summary of this enteria related to stress allowables.) The customary increase in design stresses
when earthquake loads are considered is not permitted." For the case of"D+E'," the acceptance criteria is stated as
" Stresses are linuted to the minimum yield point as a general case. (See Table 3.8 1 i for a more detailed summary
of this criteria related to stress allowables)." UFSAR Table 3.81I provides numeric values for allowable stress
limits for the "D+E" case. UFSAR Table 3.8 l I states the criteria for "D+E'" case as being " Safe shutdown of the
plant can be achieved."

He basic . sue is that the design basis calculation for the RB superstructure, when considering overhead crane loade

conditions, is not in literal coaformance with the UFSAR description of Class I structure design loading
combinations. The current design basis calculation states, as one ofits design considerations, that "The seismic

event is expected to occur only when the crane is parked." The calculation demonstrates that the RB superstructure
is seismicall quali6cd for the condition of the crane in the parked position without a lifted load.3

C. CAUSE OF EVENT:

Section 3.8.4 of the UFS AR ident:6cs the applicable loading combinations for Class I strutures. The loading
combinations tre generically !)ted and include dead loads, live loads, seismic loads, etc. The UFSAR does not

elaborate how tese loads ar to be combined when treating crane leading eft: cts, which is a special case of either
dead or live loan This elaborat on, like for most other design issues for the plants of this vintage, is provided in
the design cwculations. In summary, any discussion on design issues (i.e. crane loading efTects onto the
superstructure) is elaborated in the calculations; the lack of clarity of the UFSAR on this issue logically triggers a
review of the design calculations to obtain a complete understanding.

The basic issue is that the design basis calculation for the RB superstructure, when considering overhead crane load
conditions, is not in literal conformance with the UFSAR description of Class I structure design loading
combmations. The FSAR, w hen originally written, lacked suiTicient detail in the description of Class I loading
combinations for addressing infrequent loading conditions (such as the crane) concurrent with a seismic event

D. SAFETY ANAL,YSIS:

ne demgn rimetion being es aluated is the ability of the Class 1 R.B superstructure to resist all applicable Class I
loading conditions.

11 R2M 9R 007.!XK'
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Two safety significant pot:ntial effects of building column overstress are: (a) excessive defonnation of the
|

supctstmeture supporting the exteiior siding could result in loss of Secondary Containment function and (b) actual - |

column failure or cxcessive defonnation could potentially result in derailment of the crane which could potentially
fall to the clevation 690' 6" refuel floor, it is toted that the crane itself has stops which hook under both the bridge
and trolley rails to prevent derailment for any anticipated load condition.

The specific design function in question is that the current design basis calculation for the Quad Cities RB columns
is based on the consideration that a scismic SSE event will only occur while the overhead crane is in its parked
position. The RB superstructure is qualified for support of the crane, including full lifted load, at any position !
along the crane runway provided that se.:mic loads are not considered.

Ur'SAR Section 3.8.4.1.4 "Jesign and Analysis Procedures" shows, in part, load combinations for Class I
. Structures include D+E ar.d D+E' where E and E' represent the effects of an Operating Basis harthquake (OBE)
I

and Safe Shutdowr, Earthquake (SSE) respectively. The UFSAR does not specifically allow any exceptions where
seismic loads need not be considered in the design of Class I structures. Conformance with the UFSAR v it,

pertains to Class I structure design loading conditions can therefore not be currently demonstrated and requires
further review.

The safety significance of this issue cannot be determined until completion of the on-going analysis and
investigation (see Corrective Actions to be Completed). Upon completion of the analysis and investigation, a
supplemental LER will be submitted.

E. CORRECTIVE ACTIONS:

Corrective Actions Completed:

1. The Operations Department administratively placed the RB overhead crane Out-Of Senice (OOS) in its pakd
position. The RB superstructure is seismically qualified for the condition of the crane in the parked position
without a lifted load.

Corrective Actions to be Completed:
.

1. Reconstitution of design basis calculations for the entire RB superstmeture for crane loading conditions is
being performed This activity is being tracked to completion with an expected completior date of 033198.
(NTS# 25418098SCAQ0000701; Design Engineering)

2. Any additional corrective actions will be identified in a supplemental LER vpon review of analyses results. A
supplemental LER, ukch will include an evaluation of the safety significance, will be submitted within 30 das s
of completion ofitem 1. (NTS# 25418098SCAQ0000702: Design Engineering)

2

F. PREVIOUS OCCURRENCES:,

The Quad Cities LER database was searched, utilizing key words: reactor building, seismic, overhead crane, heasy
load, fuel handling, and superstructure, for any inconsistencie:. between design bases and licensing bases
requirements. There are no Quad Cities LERs associated with this topic within the last two years.
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G. COMPONENT Fall.tfitE DATA:

This topic is not applicable because there is no component . 1ssociated with this issue.

:
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